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Mr Ch. Bhaskara Rao, RBI, Hyderabad
“Good Programme”

Mr Harjinder Singh, RBI, Chandigarh

“Excellent programme.”
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From the Editor’s Desk

Dear Reader,
Greetings to you all!
Deepawali and Chhath festivals are over but the sky of the National Capital Region Delhi continue to be greyish although slight rain has improved
the situation today. As per Met Department the Air Quality Index is 381 and
Category wise it has improved a bit to ‘Very Poor’ category from ‘Severe’
category (Tuesday, 14 November 2018 at 9PM). In fact, the Sun was not
clearly visible during morning hours all these days. Air in Delhi is so toxic
that we can say that we are literally living in a gas chamber because of
Smog, dangerous cocktail of Smoke and Fog, which makes the air bit bluish-blackish. Due to this smog sun is barely visible in the morning till it gets
mid-day when air becomes bit clearer but that doesn’t mean that air is
non-hazardous or it’s safe! When you drive through the city on motor bike,
you experience it and if you are driving in the evening hours then you
know how difficult it is to breathe? Elderly and children are finding themselves chocking and gasping for breath and large part of younger population is sick because of respiratory diseases. Air Pollution affects the lungs
and can do permanent damage, can cause heart attacks and may lead
to a stroke because of very high density (40 times higher than safe levels)
of suspended particulate matter in the air. Some are drinking warm water
all the day or taking tea couple of times, eating jaggery which is known to
be a cleaning agent for the body. Schools are observing holidays and sale
of Air Purifiers have picked up in the city. But the major question remains
why and how we have to come to such a pass?
What makes Delhi air so bad? Industrial pollution of the factories around
NCR, buildings and construction sites (contributing PM 2.5 Micro Meter)
and emission of about 3.5 million vehicles which is making this air so bad.
The problem is getting compounded because of stubble burning in two
neighbouring states viz. Punjab and Haryana. The state governments have
been trying to spread awareness and offered lot of subsidies for buying
machinery for better management of stubble. All these programs and
awareness movements presumably has very little or no effect on the people and they have no clue as to what people of Delhi NCR is going
through. Politics, as usual, plays spoil sport in this whole game. We are yet
to see that these three states Chief Ministers meet on this issue and address
the same with the help of experts and start working together.
There is an urgent need to address this issue wherein industries, corporate
houses and NGOs along-with the government as well as WHO must come
forward to find out solutions to this menace. While we are talking of Air Pol-
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lution today but pollution of the Water and Earth (soil)
are also a matter of serious concern across the globe. If
we don’t act and save the environment today possibly
next generation would learn from the books that the sky
is actually blue not grey or black. I would like to quote
few lines from Edgar Val:
Sky, blue sky...
So blue and shy,
U only appear when there are clouds to disappear,
Then comes the Sun
So worm as the love of mum,
Sky full of light
Illuminated by life
Sometimes blue and grey
How he should stay?
May be always blue?
May be always grey?
Who knows?
Someday there will be no sky
To think how should he stay.
Thank you and Best Regards,
Col (Dr.) MP Sen
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